part of English translation：

The Anti-cult “Two Investigations, One Project”
Implementation Plan of Xiangkou Town
According to the requirements of the spirit of the provincial Cult-busting Office’s
"6.09" conference, the municipal Cult-busting Office’s "6.26" conference and the county
Cult-busting Office’s "7.02" conference, the following anti-cult plan—"Two Investigations,
One Project"—is developed in accordance with the unified deployment arrangements of the
county in combination with the practical situation of our town.
(2) Pertaining to overseas investigation, the main tasks include four aspects. The first
category involves the investigation conducted by all township units and rural cadres with
mutual support on the situations of the personnel of cults such as the "Falungong" who have
left the country (including those who had left before 1999), according to the ongoing
situations and leads that are known, through interviews and various means and combined
efforts on the investigative project to acquire a comprehensive, accurate and systematic
grasp of the basic picture, including the names (Chinese names, adopted foreign names),
genders, photographs, current nationalities, type of documents held (identity cards,
passports, green cards or refugee papers, or any documents at the same time) and document
information (document numbers, valid dates, and dates of birth on the documents, dates of
departure), activities conducted abroad, and the relevant elements of domestic kin and
relatives. The second category involves key figures of cults such as the "Falungong" and
others holding immigration documents with no exit records. Combined with work accounts
established under thorough investigation over the years, the relevant circumstances of their
entry and exit documents are sorted out in accordance with the relevant provisions to set
deadlines for confiscation and revocation of entry and exit documents belonging to
important members of the "Falungong" and other cults. The third category involves
conducting individual analysis, research and determination on departed personnel of cults
such as the "Falungong" in order to develop individualized special operational plan
combined with their domestic relationships to report to the Central Cult-busting Office for
approval. No relevant work can be implemented before the operational plan is approved by
the Central Cult-busting Office. The fourth category involves the listing of domestic key
figures among persons prohibited from leaving the country according to regulations. As for
the key figures abroad, they are included on the list of persons prohibited from entering the
country in accordance with the relevant regulations.
(3) Pertaining to the special crackdown project, all localities must go by the results of
online investigation to carefully sort out and make timely update in supplement to the leads,
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and constantly intensify the crackdown efforts of the project in coordination with all rural
units and rural cadres. Past major cases must be closely followed by establishing special
projects, strengthening supervision and timely detection to deal a heavy blow to recalcitrant
criminal elements that refuse to admit failure, and to initiate deterrence to other members
who are contemplating actions. Using prominent locally active cults and prominent cult
activities as starting points to sort out longitudinal investigation on cult leaders, backbone
elements and flagship figures, to dig deeply and determine project targets and then strictly
fight against them. The top priority should be to crack down on prominent figures of various
cults such as the "Falungong," "Almighty God" and "Disciples," as well as those online and
offline activists engaged in cult activities. Clearly defined responsibility and division of labor,
improved detection and control measures, timely collection, and fixed evidence are
indispensable for conducting timely precision strikes.
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